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ABSTRACT

The general purpose of this study was to develop and 
test the effectiveness of instructional materials aimed at 
the college level clothing construction student who had 
never used a sewing machine. A pretest was administered 
to a study group in the spring of 1979. The instructional 
material was taught to the study group during the course of 
the semester. Five units were presented to the group in the 
form of a student manual. These included units covering the 
sewing machine parts and functions, making a drawstring
blouse, making a wrap around skirt, sewing with a pattern,
and basic sewing techniques. Classroom lectures and demon
strations accompanied each unit. A posttest was adminis
tered on the final day of class.

Results of the study showed that:
1. The students scored significantly better on the 

posttest than the pretest which indicated learning 
had taken place.

2. The students indicated very positive feelings 
toward the course content and method of instruction.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The teaching of a skill such as clothing construc
tion which occurs in a laboratory setting was generally 
accomplished by the teacher through class or individual 
lecture demonstrations until the 1960's. At that time 
focus shifted to programmed instruction which began to have 
marked influence on education. Since.then programmed 
instruction has been experimented with in many ways and many 
modes have been tried. For this study the investigator 
suggested combining specific elements of these two educa- 

; tional methods (teacher demonstration and programmed 
instruction) to teach a fundamental sewing course.

Problem Statement
The main purpose of this investigation was to 

develop and test the effectiveness as a teaching tool of an 
instructional manual concerned with basic clothing construc
tion and written for the college level student who had 
little or no previous experience with a sewing machine.

Because the course was a relatively new one offered 
at The University of Arizona and the investigator was the 
initial instructor, there were no basic format or guidelines 
to follow. It was a prerequisite to higher level



construction courses and therefore a course requirement for 
some areas of study. It was felt that a manual and course 
of instruction would be most useful to the present and 
future instructors of this and like courses.

The investigator taught the course for three 
semesters prior to this research and found that use of 
either a typed learning module (featuring diagrams of 
individual steps in construction) or teacher demonstrations 
was not sufficient to gain final objectives„ It was felt a 
step by step program incorporating both printed modules and 
demonstrations was needed to reach teaching/learning goals.

While the investigator realized a step by step 
program was a successful teaching tool in itself, she was 
inclined to agree with Styles and Cavanaugh (1975, p. 75) 
that "There is no one single best method of teaching. The 
efficiency of any teaching approach depends in no small 
measure upon: teacher enthusiasm for the method, teacher 
ability to relate effectively with students, teacher 
knowledge of the method and competence in implementing it."

During previous semesters totally self-instructional 
methods were not deemed successful in getting students at 
this basic level to learn. "Motivation comes before any 
great amount of achievement" (Cross 1973, p. 7). The 
investigator believed that the source of this motivation was 
the teacher. This was supported by McKeachie (1965) who 
stated that the major supply of stimulation of motivation



was the teacher whose enthusiasm and values have much to do 
with his/her interest in the subject matter. It was thought 
that by using teacher demonstrations and printed modules the 
student could view processes first hand, but also have 
printed material to follow through the steps herself. The 
printed material was essential in fulfilling the students' 
need for verbalization.

The study was in no way designed to compare the two 
systems (programmed instruction versus teacher demonstra
tion) . Instead it tested the effectiveness of five learning 
units set up to teach totally inexperienced individuals to 
undertake basic sewing projects.

The investigator measured the effectiveness of the 
program by pretesting students at the beginning—of- the 
semester and posttesting them upon completion of the program. 
An attitude measure was also administered because some 
students.who were required to take the course were resentful 
as they felt they already knew how to sew. The investigator 
had observed at the end of previous semesters that such 
resentment usually diminished and the students felt they 
learned useful techniques.

Limitations
Even though there were male students enrolled in the 

course, their scores were not included in the study. The 
manual provided for making two women's garments without a



pattern.- The investigator did not develop modules for 
constructing a man’s garment without a pattern.

Because the subjects were not selected, but simply 
used on the basis of their availability, it was of necessity 
an incidental sample.

Assumptions
To carry out the research effectively two assump

tions were made. The first was that students following the 
program had an adequate reading level (i.e., above eighth 
grade).

The second assumption concerned the effect of the 
time of day the course was taught. Two sections of the 
course were taught and members of both were used as 
subjects. Although one section met at 8 a.m. Fridays and 
the second met at 6 p.m. Wednesdays, the two groups were 
treated as one for the study, and it was assumed there was 
no difference in them.

Research Questions 
The following questions received special considera

tion by the investigator:
1. How will raw scores between the pre^ and posttest 

differ?
2. Will there be a significant difference between the 

pre- and posttest scores?
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3. What will the students1 attitude be toward the 

teaching methods used in the course?
4. What will the students' attitude be concerning 

course content?

i



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Literature pertinent to the development of an 
educational program to teach basic clothing construction 
skills was reviewed. It will be presented under the 
following headings:

1. The Learning Process
2. Preparing Educational Objectives
3. Methods of Presenting an Educational Program
4. Evaluation of an Educational Program
5. Self-Instructional Programs in Clothing Construction

The Learning Process
Learning has been described as a specific change in 

the behavior of a student. Educational programs are 
developed to facilitate this change, "The goal of any
educational program is to contribute to student growth by
bringing about positive change in the student in his 
attitudes, his ways of thinking, his knowledge, and his
skills" (Kemp 1971, p. 8).

Behavioral changes that occur as a result of 
learning are classified into three categories: cognitive is 
concerned with the mental activities or processes involved 
with the area of knowledge; psychomotor includes activities



requiring muscular dexterity which, once mastered, do not
require complete attention; and affective is related to
attitudes. In developing an educational course in clothing
construction one is primarily concerned with cognitive and
psychomotor domains.

Within the cognitive domain "we will usually be 
attempting to teach a student to do one of 
three things: to make a generalization, to make 
a discrimination, or to supply the steps within 
a chain" (Espich and Williams 1967, p. 9). When 
the learner's response is the same to several 
similar but not identical stimuli, he is making 
a generalization. The learner makes a discrimina
tion when he responds differently to at least two 
similar but not identical stimuli. A chain con
sists of a series of stimuli and responses, each 
of which is dependent on one or more preceding 
stimuli and responses (Reich 1971, p. 7).

When designing a course emphasizing clothing 
construction, the skills involving muscular dexterity fall 
within the psychomotor domain. This would be those skills 
which are related to manipulating equipment and materials.

Preparing Educational Objectives 
There are three major stages to the development of 

an educational or training course: analysis of behavioral 
objectives; synthesis of methods in relation to desired 
learner behaviors; and evaluation and/or validation. This 
section discusses the first stage.

Objectives provide direction and focus to education 
They function as the basis for selection of appropriate



instructional strategies, instructional materials, and 
measurement instruments (Green 1975, p. 9).

To facilitate understanding of this discussion 
section, some basic words need to be defined. "Behavior is 
any visibly demonstrated and observable activity displayed 
by a student after instruction has taken place" (Cyrs 1973, 
p. 11). An activity is a means by which an objective is 
achieved. It may also be defined as a learning opportunity. 
Objectives are the results we want to obtain,

Because learning is a change in behavior, learning 
objectives are termed behavioral objectives. A behavioral 
objective is the intent communicated by a statement which 
describes a proposed change in a learner. It is a precise 
statement of what the learner will be able to do when he has 
experienced and successfully completed some type of learning 
opportunity. It is a description of a pattern of behavior 
we want the learner to be able to demonstrate. "Stating 
objectives in terms of observable student performance will 
allow you to select relevant content" (Cyrs 1973, p. 22).

In writing behavioral objectives the main purpose is 
to communicate. One must be sure objectives are clearly and 
unequivocally stated. "A meaningfully stated objective is 
one that succeeds in communicating one's intent; the best 
statement is the one that excludes the greatest number of 
alternatives to one's goal" (Reich 1971, p. 8). Green 
(1975) lists several rules for developing objectives. They



should be: stated in terms of desired pupil changes; 
measurable; worthwhile rather than trivial; achievable; 
precise enough to act as guides for selection of instruc
tional strategy, material, and measurement; written and 
shared with the learner.

There are three essential components of an 
objective: action, context, and criterion. The action or 
behavior is the part that describes the terminal behavior 
by name. It is important to use specific action words here 
such as name, identify, construct. The second component, 
the context or signal, describes important conditions under 
which the behavior will be expected to occur. It is implied 
by using the word "given" at the beginning of the phrase.
A statement of objective defines more clearly if it contains 
these words describing the situation under which the student 
will be expected to show his achievement of the objective. 
The third component, criterion, specifies the criteria of 
acceptable performance. It should be qualitative rather 
than quantitative which might overwhelm the student. An 
objective stated according to the directions of these three 
components would be: "Given a laboratory period, the student 
will be able to insert a zipper correctly, following a 
demonstration of a lapped application."

Kibber, Barker, and Miles (cited in Green 1975, 
pp. 13-14) enlarge upon the three parts and recommend an 
objective specify:
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1. who is to perform the desired behavior;
2. actual behavior employed in demonstrating mastery 

of the objective;
3. result (product) of the behavior;
4. relevant conditions under which the behavior 

is to be performed;.
5. standard which will be used to evaluate the 

success of the product or performance
For example, an objective for a clothing construction class 
could be stated thus: "The student will insert a zipper,
lapped application, during a regular lab period. Applica
tion must be judged acceptable by instructor."

Behavioral objectives have the advantage of being 
measurable. They are simple to construct, and they are 
easily understood.by both teacher and student. "Behavioral 
objectives provide exact communications between students 
and teachers" ('Cyrs 19 73, p. 17) .

Methods', of-Presenting an 
Educato'n'aT Program

It has been found that some students profit more
from a visual approach, some from verbal experiences, and
others from physical activities. Many students benefit from
combinations of these three approaches (Kemp 1971, p. 17).

According to Styles and Cavanaugh (19 75) research
findings have revealed that the ideal course design should:
be flexible to provide for different types; move at times
from highly structured and teacher controlled to student
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directed; provide maximum yet manageable alternatives since 
students learn differently; provide a variety of instruc
tional methods to stimulate a variety of students.

The second stage in the development of an educa
tional program is synthesis of methods in relation to 
desired learner behaviors. There are three broad methods 
within which learning takes place. They are

1. presentation of information to groups of students,
2. individualized learning with each student working 

on his own, and
3. small-group interaction between students and teacher 

or among students.
Each instructional activity is related to one of these 
patterns.

The first method is characterized by the traditional 
lecture demonstration which is presented to the class who 
must repeat the same information individually. Its effi
ciency lies in that essential information may be trans
mitted to numbers of students. On the other hand

This technique has often been frustrating for the 
teacher as well as the students. All too often the 
teacher presents a lecture demonstration to the 
class, then finds it necessary to repeat much of 
the same information individually to each student.
The instructor, as a result, often questions the 
value of the first lecture demonstration. The 
student with more experience and ability might be 
able to complete the assigned tasks in a relatively 
short time But must usually wait for her slower 
counterparts. The slow learner in contrast finds
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this approach frustrating because rather than con
centrating on the development of a skill the 
learner tries to keep pace with the advanced 
students (Hresko 1971, p. 1) .

Another argument favoring the lecture demonstration is that
it provides a form of contact between teacher and student.

The second broad method is individualized learning, 
also known as programmed instruction. "Programmed instruc
tion is an organized body of instructional material divided 
into small learning segments which can be made available to 
students by means of some visual or audio device" (Giachino 
and Gallington 1977, pp. 203-204). There are Certain 
principles from the psychology of learning upon which pro
grammed instruction is based.

1. Learning should take place in small steps.
2. The learner should learn actively.
3. Learning should be from simple to complex.
4. The learner should learn at his own speed.

It follows that in a programmed instruction course, instruc
tional material is carefully organized and the planning and 
preparation of the material is systematic.

There are two kinds of programming. Linear is com
posed of a sequence of carefully structured small units of 
information to which the student responds. The order of 
frames presented is the same for each learner and does not 
vary regardless of response. In a branching program, 
auxiliary informational routes are selected in accordance
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with the learner's response pattern. A learner giving an 
incorrect response is directed to a different route than the 
learner who answers correctly. This type allows for review 
of material and presentation of additional explanatory in
formation. The techniques of a self-instructional program 
vary according to the preparer. The subject matter being 
covered may make modificaton necessary. "It has been sug
gested that an individualized learning program allow for at 
least three separate approaches to be designed for students 
in order to take different learning styles into account" 
(Kemp 1971, p. 17). Magidson (1976, p. 43) supports this 
suggestion, pointing out that several kinds of learning 
activities, media, and formats will keep the student's 
interest longer than repetitive learning in a single format.

Johnson and Johnson (1970) list the five procedures 
for producing an individualized learning package:

1. write objectives,
2. prepare posttest,
3. outline script using small steps,
4. prepare materials, and
5. administer program and rework problem areas.

Reich's (.1971) eight general considerations for preparing a 
self-instructional program are similar:

1. listing specific behavioral objectives,
2. outlining and proper sequence,
3. preparing draft frames in units,
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4. editing.
5. testing.
6. revision.
7. field testing, and
8. test analysis.

Many self-instructional units employ modules as 
learning aids = A module is a self-contained and independent 
unit of instruction with a primary focus on a few well 
defined objectives. The module consists of materials and 
instructions needed to accomplish these objectives. Modules 
are being used mostly to master skills and comprehend 
concepts.

A module-, also known as an individual learning 
unit, should contain:

1. introduction explaining its meaningfulness to the 
student,

2. learning objectives telling what is expected of the 
student,

3. pretest,
4. learning activities setting down what the student 

does to achieve the objectives,
5. posttest designed to show that the student can 

achieve the objectives, and
6. unit evaluation.
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Although the activity of the student, sensory-motor 

nature of the experience, and individualization of 
laboratory instruction should contribute positively to 
learning, information cannot be obtained by direct expe
rience as rapidly as from abstractions presented orally or 
by printing. Films or demonstrations may short cut some 
trial and error in lab (McKeachie 1965, pp. 82-83). No 
matter what method of instruction is used there is always 
the difficulty, even the most gifted teachers experience, of 
teaching every student with equal effectiveness. Modules 
cannot replace the skilled teacher, rather they provide a 
resource from which the instructor and student draw 
assistance.

Research has shown programmed instruction to be a 
successful method of teaching a motor skill. Its greatest 
advantage is that it allows the students to work individually 
at their own pace and frees—the teacher to assist those 
needing individualized instruction. It is also designed to 
provide immediate feedback. When immediate feedback confirms 
a student's answer, he is reinforced. This reinforcement is 
effective in shaping behavior.

In spite of many positive research findings, pro
grammed instruction has its critics. Hresko (1971) mentions 
that it has not been as effective in education as antici
pated. Egan C1976, p. 9) offers the opinion that individ
ualized techniques make every student follow the same
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pathway. He comments that linear programs make little 
allowance for individual differences, branching only 
slightly more. Hara (.1976) offers the premise that three 
out of five high school students have a difficult or im
possible time adjusting to individualized instruction. 
Giachino and Gallington (1977) state outright that pro
grammed instruction should not be used to teach performance 
skills. These are taught effectively, they say, by actual 
teacher demonstrations. " . . .  programmed instruction can
be appropriate to reinforce learning after a demonstration 
is completed" .'(.Giachino and Gallington 19 77, p. 304) .

The third broad method within which learning takes 
place is small group interaction between students and 
teacher or among students. The laboratory setting lends 
itself very well to this practice. It is of necessity 
comprised of small groups of students. Because it is not 
patterned after the traditional formal classroom, student 
interaction occurs easily and naturally. The teacher, too, 
is better able to interact with students in this less 
formal, somewhat unstructured atmosphere.

Evaluation of an Educational 
Program

The third major stage in developing an educational 
course is the evaluation/validation stage. "Evaluation is 
-:a process of making an assessment of a student’s growth"
!(Cross 19.73,. p. 6).. Evaluation tests the degree to which
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each student has mastered objectives and determines
weaknesses in the instructional plan.

The primary factors used to evaluate the success of
individual learning units are student performance and
student attitude. Student performance can be evaluated
following the use of one or two basic instruction concepts:
(_1)„. teach, test, teach or (2) test, teach, test. With the
first there is little constructive use of test results to
modify teaching. With the second the teacher can evaluate
growth by knowing what the student can do at the beginning
and end of a series of learning experiences. The teacher
can then modify instructional methods according to what is
shown by test results. The pretest/posttest indicates if
the learning objective has been achieved-after instruction.

. . , tests used in a course represent . , . the
direction an instructor thinks students should go, 
which, in turn, determines the emphasis that the 
students will place on the material treated by the 
test. Good tests can, therefore, orient student 
learning, while the development of the tests and the 
knowledge of student responses can help to improve 
instruction ("Aleamoni 1971, p. 213).

In constructing multiple choice items for examina
tions three criteria should be considered. The examiner 
mus t :

1, ask a significant question which will differ
entiate between those who know the answer and 
those who do not.
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2. provide the best answer that critics will agree is 

better than any of the others,
3. provide alternative incorrect answers which attract 

those who lack knowledge of the material being 
tested.

A computer program can be used to evaluate a multiple 
choice examination. One such program is the "Mermac Test 
and Questionnaire Analysis System," developed at the Uni
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. It was designed 
to assist in developing valid and reliable tests. The 
multiple choice items are administered to the class and 
subjected to item analysis. "Through the use of the item 
analysis statistics and the content knowledge of the in
structor, a reliable and valid set of questions can be 
generated" (Aleamoni 19 71, p. 215).

The Mermac system also allows for summarization of 
data on attitudes, opinion, personalities which can help the 
instructor in diagnosing a course for possible changes in 
instructional methods, course content, personal delivery, 
types of tests, and instructional materials.

An educational technologist knowledgeable about the 
design of the unit may give a preliminary professional 
evaluation of it. A teacher having expertise in the subject 
area may also be asked to make suggestions and recommenda
tions. I ■
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Self-Instructional Programs 
in Clothing Construction

One program for beginning sewers was described by 
Johnson, Clawson, and Shoffner (1967). Published under the 
title Sewing Step by Step, it consisted of five individual 
booklets: (.1) "The Sewing Machine" teaches the parts of the
sewing machine and their functions, directions for threading 
the machine, and the correct method for stitching; (2) 
"Patterns, Part 1" teaches the method for selecting patterns 
according to figure type, how to read pattern envelopes and 
guide sheets, how to prepare the fabric for cutting, and 
defines pattern markings and their functions; (3) "Patterns, 
Part 2" describes how the pattern pieces are laid out on the 
fabric; (.4) "Construction Techniques, Part 1" includes stay- 
stitching, bridgestitching, construction darts, and plain 
seams; (.5), "Construction Techniques, Part 2" teaches about 
facings, attaching facings, and setting in sleeves (Johnson 
et al. 19671 .

Reported in IS 69, this investigation was carried out 
at the University of North Carolina and was the first major 
contribution to programmed instruction in the field of home 
economics. The purpose of the study was to compare per
formance of students taught by programmed instruction with 
performance of students taught by traditional lecture demon
stration procedures. It was designed as a beginning con
struction course for junior high school students with little
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or no sewing experience. The authors sampled 117 high 
school students, mostly sophomores, enrolled in a first 
level construction class. At each of six randomly selected 
schools within a 40-mile radius of Greensboro there was one 
section of students working with programmed instruction and 
one section of students working with the demonstration 
method of teaching (.Johnson et al. 1967, pp. 35-37) .

The two groups were measured on four tests and one 
rating scale. Criterion variables were scores on the 
following: £1) one-hour performance test of ability to
repeat tasks learned in the classroom, (2) three-hour per
formance test of ability to transfer learnings to new situa
tion, (3) paper and pencil recall test of knowledge of basic 
facts, C 9) paper and pencil application test of achievement 
of objectives, (.5) blouse rating scale to quantify quality 
of workmanship (Johnson et al. 196 7, pp. 38-39). Trained 
researchers not involved with the students rated the quality 
of the blouses.

A multivariate analysis was used with the dimensions 
being the two teaching methods and the six schools. The 
outcomes were significant, so each dependent variable was 
analyzed individually using the two factor analysis of 
variance design to determine which variable discriminated 
between teaching methods, schools, and interaction. Dif
ferences between the two groups were found to be significant 
beyond the one per cent level. Teaching method was the only
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significant source of variation. A t-test was used to 
analyze differences between the two teaching groups within 
each school on each variable. The t-values were significant 
at each school for each variable, toith program taught 
sections showing superiority in each case.

Edwards (19 6 8) developed a self-instructional course 
in the basic principles of fitting clothing. It was a 
linear program aimed at college freshmen. The major portion 
of the research was in development of the program and not 
statistical analysis. Students were pretested and post
tested using the same examination. The test indicated an 
increase of information as a result of reading and re
sponding to the program. Errors on the examinations were 
reduced from the range of 24-48 on the.pretest_to the range 
of 4-17 on the posttest.

A small self-instructional program. The Welt 
Application of a Zipper Crossing a Seam, was 
developed and tested by Courtney. (1970) against the 
teacher demonstration method. No pretesting was 
done for either the program or the test. She 
hypothesized that the programmed method would be 
the more effective method of teaching on two 
measures: (1) the quality of workmanship, and (2)
the retention of the information presented.
Hypothesis number one was only partially confirmed 
and no significant difference was found between 
the two groups with regard to retention of informa
tion presented (Reich 19 71, p. 20).

One possible explanation for the findings of the study may
be found in the fact that Courtney both wrote and taught
the course. This differed from the Johnson study where the
teacher-taught sections were instructed by persons
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unfamiliar with the self-instructional program. Courtneys 
familiarity with her program's objectives would likely be 
reflected in the quality of her teaching.

Hresko (.19 71) evaluated the effectiveness of a self- 
instructional program method of teaching pattern alterations 
in a college level basic construction course for students of 
different experience and ability. A linear program was used 
by a group of 40 students.

7 An analysis of variance showed no significant dif
ference in amount of time required by- students of different 
experience levels to complete the program. Analysis of 
variance also tested whether experience level was a sig
nificant source of variation in posttest scores. Test 
results indicated it to be significant. In comparing 
students' pretest and posttest scores, per cent of improve
ment varied inversely with experience level. Chi square 
tested whether the distribution of cases was significantly 
different from the theorized distribution that 75% of the 
students would score 9 0 per cent or higher on the posttest. 
Forty-seyen point five per cent scored 90 per cent or higher 
resulting in a rejection of the hypothesis. Ninety per cent 
of the students scored 80 per cent or higher on the post
test. A Pearson product moment correlation was used to test 
if there was a significant relationship between posttest 
scores and final course grades. A highly significant 
relationship was found.
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Reich C.19711 developed and evaluated a self- 

instructional programmed course in basic clothing construc
tion at the college level. The program aimed at integration 
of manual skills with formal knowledge to achieve cognitive 
objectives. It was tested over three terms on a total of 
125 students. One-third to one-half of the students randomly 
selected used the programmed materials in teaching machines 
while the remainder used a simple mask with the programmed 
text.

Subject matter was broken down into twenty units, 
sixteen of which were programmed. Students were exposed to 
a combination of linear and branching programs. Each 
student constructed four garments: designs A and B, half
"scale patterns with guide sheets provided, incorporated most 
of the clothing construction techniques; design C incorpo
rated more advanced techniques; a fourth garment, made to 
demonstrate transfer of skill, depended on the individual's 
ability.. and level of skill.

Low experience students made a very large gain in 
conceptual learning and their final performance was very 
close to that of the high experience students. "Analysis of 
variance indicated a difference between the use of teaching 
machines and masks as methods of using the program on per 
cent correct responses to the programs, which was signifi
cant beyond the five per cent level. There was not any 
significant interaction between experience level and method
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of program presentation" (Reich 19 71, p, 71). High expe^ 
rience students worked through the program in a shorter 
period of time than those with medium and low experience, 
but medium and low experience students^.did not show a sig
nificant difference in the time taken to complete a program.

Forbes (,19 78) has developed a self-instructional 
program for draping on the dress form. Tested at Pima 
Community College, Tucson, Arizona, in the spring of 19 78, 
the program made use of videotapes to cover ten individual 
units. Student and teacher manuals were developed to 
accompany the videotape cassettes.

A pre- posttest was used to measure learning.
Scores showed a range of 71 points on the pretest and 30 
points on the posttest. A t-value of 7.6 9 indicated sig
nificance at the 0.001 level for a two-tailed test with df 
of 7. Total scores on the posttest of students learning the 
material by conventional method, spring 1977, were similar 
to scores of the students using the individualized instruc
tion media CXIML for the study. Sixty-two point five per 
cent of the sample scored 80 per cent or higher On the post
test after using the IIM. Twenty-five per cent of the 
sample scored 90 per cent or higher. These results showed 
a definite indication that students in the study learned 
the skill of draping on the dress form by using the IIM 
developed for the study.



CHAPTER TIT

PROCEDURE

This chapter is divided into five sections under the 
headings History of the Course, Development of the Student 
Manual, Development of the Teacher's Manual, Development of 
the Pre-Posttest, and Analysis.

History of the Course
The course for which the manual was eventually, 

developed was first offered at The University of Arizona in 
the fall of 1977 with the investigator, as the initial and 
subsequent instructor. No outline or guidelines or specific 
materials were in existence for the course. During the 
first semester units on the sewing machine and wrap around . 
skirt were used. Students were instructed in use of the 
sewing machine by watching the instructor. There was no 
demonstration of the wrap skirt, but a printed module was 
distributed and students sought individual help when 
necessary. Upon completion of the skirt, they were given 
individual instruction in a project of their choice using 
a commercial pattern.

The second semester the sewing machine unit was 
presented in the same manner as before. Lecture demonstra
tions were incorporated into the skirt module,
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Individualized assistance was again the primary source of 
instruction for the project using a commercial pattern.

The third semester the course was taught the sewing 
machine unit was followed by a new unit, a drawstring blouse 
which made use of lecture demonstration and printed module. 
The wrap around skirt unit was presented in the same manner 
as the previous semester and again was followed by students' 
choosing projects using commercial patterns. The pattern 
unit was supplemented with short lectures, covering basic 
material pertinent to the use of any commercial pattern.

During this time the printed modules were revised 
each semester': adding, deleting, and clarifying where 
necessary. However* little effort was made to organize 
the printed materials into book form or to develop new 
printed materials for the sewing machine or commercial 
pattern units. -Also during these three semesters it was 
apparent that use of printed material alone or lecture 
demonstration alone was not sufficient to reach course 
objectives. When lecture demonstrations were used, students 
tended to forget the method before executing the steps 
themselves. When printed modules were the sole source of 
instruction, students had difficulty following the steps 
because they had not seen the actual process. In both 
cases many students were reluctant to ask to see steps 
demonstrated again.



Development of the Student Manual 
In writing the student manual, general objectives 

for the course were set up. These were stated in terms of 
competencies that were expected (Appendix A, p. 44)„

General information was stated to indicate to the 
student what she was expected to do during the program and 
what supplies would be needed. This was followed by the 
five successive units (Appendix A) .

Unit I; The Sewing Machine consisted of learning to 
identify the parts of the sewing machine and explaining 
their functions, learning to wind a bobbin and place it in 
the machine correctly, and learning to thread the machine 
in the proper sequence. The unit included a diagram of the 
sewing machine with the principal parts identified and their 
functions stated. This information was all copied directly
from the sewing machine manual for the specific model used

/
in the sewing laboratory (Singer 717). A slide presenta
tion showing steps in bobbing winding and insertion and 
machine threading was developed and a narrative was prepared 
to accompany it (Appendix B, p. 79). This was presented 
during the second class period with each student executing 
the steps at her own machine as the slides were shown. Two 
tests were given for the first unit: a written exam in which 
the student identified and gave the function of each machine 
part (Appendix B, p. 86) and a practical test during which 
she wound and inserted the bobbin and threaded the machine
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correctly. The practical test was administered after the 
units on the drawstring blouse and wrap skirt so the student 
was allowed seven class periods to become proficient before 
being tested.

Unit IT; The Drawstring Blouse.encompassed learning 
the lengthwise and crosswise directions of the fabric, 
learning to press edges under and edgestitch them, learning 
how to sew a straight seam and press it open, learning how 
to make a machine buttonhole and learning how to insert 
ribbon into a casing by use of a safety pin. Students were 
shown how to make the buttonhole both with and without an 
attachment and allowed to choose whichever method they 
wished.

Unit III: The Wrap Around Skirt involved learning 
how to apply patch pockets, learning to attach a straight 
waistband to a curved waist seam, learning a hemming stitch, 
and learning a curved hem treatment using bias tape.

Both Units I and II consisted of printed modules 
giving step by step instructions for constructing the 
garments. Each step was first demonstrated by the teacher 
and then executed by the students. The completed garments 
were evaluated according to a point system. Evaluation 
sheets for the garments were included in the manual so 
students would be aware of what the criteria for judgment 
were.
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Unit IV; Sewing With A Pattern focused on learning 

how to straighten fabric, learning how to lay out a tissue 
pattern and pin it to the fabric, learning how to cut it 
out, and learning how to transfer markings by using tailor's 
chalk, carbon paper and tracing wheel, or tailor's tacks. 
Teacher demonstrations were used and the student was 
referred to a text. Essentials of Clothing Construction 
(Reich, Berman, and Hresko-Evans 1978). This is the 
required text for the second level construction course at 
the University. It was felt that introduction to it at 
this .first level would familiarize students with it, making 
progression into the successive course a smooth transition.

Unit V;. Basic Sewing Techniques covered learning 
how to sew darts, learning to insert a zipper by either 
slot or lapped method, and learning how to sew on a button, 
all taught by teacher demonstration. Students were 
referred to a self-instructional unit. Sewing By Sight & 
Sound, Centered Zippers. This is available in the '.i- 
laboratory. For inserting a lapped zipper, drawings were 
developed illustrating the steps in application. A printed 
sheet on sewing on buttons was also developed.

The investigator believed that exposure to this 
variety of learning materials provided the opportunity for 
students to acquaint themselves with many methods and 
broadened their scope of learning experiences.
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Development of the Teacher's Manual 

A teacher * s manual was also developed (Appendix B, 
p. 30). It included a statement of purpose, a listing of 
specific objectives for each unit, clarification of 
performance level, explanation of instructional approach,
demonstration outlines, and suggestions of evaluation

/

methods.

Development of the Pre-Posttest 
Prior to this investigation a pre-posttest was 

developed and administered as a final- exam to the students 
enrolled in Home Economics 14 at The University of Arizona 
the semester immediately previous to the study (fall, 1978). 
Answer sheets were submitted to the Mermac Computer System 
for item analysis through the Office of Instructional 
Research and Development at The University of Arizona. The 
original test consisted of twenty-four multiple choice 
questions, three of which were set up to have two correct 
answers. Since Mermac is designed to handle only one 
answer per question, these were reworded to have only one 
correct answer for the pre-posttest used in the study.

Results of the analysis showed most of the 
questions to have good discrimination. This indicates how 
well the question differentiates between the high scoring 
students and low scoring students. A point biserial
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correlation of above ,5 shows that the question is a good 
discriminator.

The index of difficulty relates to the total number 
of correct answers, a low score meaning the question is 
easy and a high score indicating it is difficult. Results 
of the analysis showed a large number of easy questions, 
but this is acceptable since it is hoped that most students 
will be able to answer the questions correctly after 
completing use of the student manual. One easy question 
was deleted on the advice of Dr. Lawrence Aleamoni,
Director of instructional Research and Development, as it 
was considered a -non-essential item. One question was 
added to bring the total to twenty-five, a more usable 
number for grading purposes. The revised test (Appendix B, 
p. 74) was administered to both sections of Home Economics 
14 during the first class period of spring semester, 1979.

During the semester immediately prior to .the study,. 
terms of the investigation were submitted to the Human 
Subjects Committee at The University of Arizona for 
approval. It was judged to be a minimal risk project and 
approval was granted January 8, 1979 (Appendix C). Before 
the test was given, students were informed of the study, 
reassured as to the voluntary status of their participation 
and asked to sign a consent form.

j An attitude measure was designed to be administered
on the last day of class (Appendix B, p, 94). Statements
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about the subject matter and methods of instruction were 
made to which the subjects responded "strongly agree," 
"agree," "disagree," or "strongly disagree." These data 
were used to analyze the course content and method of 
instruction. Specific items were selected from the Optional 
Item Catalog ("Aleamoni and Carynnyk 1977) .

Analysis
Comparative' data were used to analyze results 

obtained from a sample of beginning construction students. 
Raw scores of the pre- and posttest were arranged in table 
form. Mermac statistical package was used to determine 
means and variance. Statistical analysis was done by use 
of the t-test.

The attitudinal data were subjected to the same 
analysis as the Arizona Course-Instructor Evaluation 
Questionnaire data which are used each semester at The 
University of Arizona. The printout from this presents for 
each item the proportion of responses under each of the 
four categories, the most favorable response, the average 
of each item, and the standard deviation for each item.
Means can range from 1.00-4.00, a higher mean indicating 
a more favorable response.

Also on the printout are items grouped according 
to content into subscores. Results are grouped according 
to per cent responding, means, standard deviation, and
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reliability. Subscore results indicate areas of strengths 
and weaknesses in the course. Any subscales with relia
bilities below .65 indicate that students responded 
inconsistently to the items in those subscales.



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The sample consisted of female students officially 
enrolled in the two sections of Home Economics 14, Basic 
Clothing Construction, spring semester, 1979 at The 
University of Arizona. Although male students were 
enrolled in the course, they were not included in the 
study as they did not use the two instructional units 
concerned with making women's garments. No student 
refused to participate. Thirty-srxtook the revised pre
test during the first class period of the semester.
Twenty-one completed the course and took the posttest on 
the last day of class. Since it was not a random sample 
results applied only to this population. The results 
will be stated as responses to the questions posed in 
Chapter I.

1. How will raw scores between the pretest and 
posttest differ?

Twenty-five points were possible on the pre
posttest. Table 1 shows that all posttest scores were 
higher than their corresponding pretest scores. Differ- 
ences in pre- and posttest scores varied from 1 to 13 
points (Table 1). ,
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Table 1. Individual Raw Scores

Student No. Pretest Posttest

1 17 24
2 15 20
3 17 22
4 12 19
5 12 20
6 10 20
7 15 21
8 12 19
9 13 21

10 15 21
11 12 17
12 15 22
13 18 21
14 14 22
15 14 20
16 12 20
17 10 23
18 19 ' 22
19 15 22
20 14 15
21 15 23

N = 21.
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Referring to Table 2 one sees that the high score 

on the pretest was 19 and the low score was 10. On the 
posttest the high score was 24 and the low score was 15.
The pretest mean score was 14.1 while the posttest mean 
score was 20.67,

Table 2. Comparison of Pre- and Posttest Statistics

Pretest Posttest

Low Score 10 15
High Score 19 24
Mean Score "\ 14.1 20.67
Median Score 14.50 21.00
Standard Deviation 2.43 2.06

2. Will there be a significant difference between the 
pre- and posttest scores?

The means of the pretest and posttest were analyzed 
using the formula for a dependent t-test. A two-tailed 
test was used as there was no reason to expect results in 
a particular direction. The alpha level was .05 and degrees 
of freedom were 20 (Table 3). Calculations showed the t- 
value to be 11.84 indicating a highly significant, t-figure 
as compared to the table value of 2.086 (Fisher 1958).
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Table 3. Pre^ and Posttest Means

Means

Pretest 14.1
Posttest 20.67

t-Value =11.84.
Table value = 2.086 for df = 

two-tailed test.
20 at .05 level for

Though the .05 level was chosen, the t-value also was 
highly significant at the .01 level, a more stringent test.

3. What will the students' attitude be toward the 
teaching methods used in the course?

4. What will the students' attitude be concerning 
course content?

The attitude study (Appendix B) designed to answer 
the above questions was analyzed using Mermac Test Analysis 
and Questionnaire Package„ Means can range from 1.00-4.00 
with a higher number indicating a more favorable response. 
Subscale reliabilities below .65 indicate inconsistent 
response on the part of the students,

Means for the items concerning method of instruc
tion used in the course ranged from 2.55 to 3,81. The
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overall mean for this subscale was 3,40 with a reliability 
of .72 (Table 4),

Table 4„ Attitude Study Statistics

Subscale Items
Per Cent 
Responding Mean

Standard 
'Deviation Reliability

Method 7 .99 3.40 .75 .72
Content 13 1.00 3.57 .58 .88
Total 20 1.00 3.51 . 65 .91

Means for the items reflecting the attitude toward 
course content ranged from 3.00 to 3.86. This response 
seems to be very favorable since all fell within .50 
standard deviation. The overall mean for the subscale was 
3.57 and reliability was .88.

Total subscale mean was 3.51 with a reliability of 
.91. This indicates consistenty in student response 
patterns.



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of the statistical analysis of the pre
posttest data were definite indicators that the students 
tested in this study learned the concepts and skills as 
taught by the manual and lecture demonstrations developed 
for the study. An increase of 6.57 points between the pre
test and posttest means and a gain of-5 points for both low 
and high scores on the posttest are all indicative of 
learning having taken place. The calculated t-value as 
compared to the table value also indicated learning took 
place.

In addition the investigator believes the results of 
the attitude study show positive feelings from the students 
toward the method of instruction and course content. Each 
of the 13 items designed to measure content was responded 
to favorably by at least 81 per cent of the students. Eight 
items were responded to favorably by 100 per cent of the 
students. Of the 7 items measuring method of instruction,
6 received favorable responses from at least 90 per cent of 
the study participants. Two items received 100 per cent 
favorable responses. One item referring to the use of
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visual aids in the course received an unfavorable response 
of 48 per cent.

The investigator has indicated the intention of 
developing a course of instruction for the beginning 
clothing construction student which would prove to be a 
successful teaching/learning tool. Test results have shown 
the subsequently developed materials to facilitate in 
reaching stated objectives. The investigator concluded that 
in light of the test results, the Student Manual and teacher 
demonstrations are effective as instructional materials to 
teach basic construction to college level students.

Recommendations 
Because of the high unfavorable response to the item 

referring to visual aids, the investigator suggests some 
work in this area. While some form of visual aid was 
developed and used for each of the 5 units, those used for 
the draw-string blouse and wrap skirt units were fairly 
small in size (.approximately half-scale) . Though they were 
made available for students to look at after the demonstra
tions, they may have been difficult to see during the 
actual lecture. Full size samples would be easier to see 
and should be constructed for use in ensuing semesters.

The investigator also sees a need to develop modules 
for constructing men's garments. During the course male 
students started out using commercial patterns; therefore



the lecture demonstrations for the blouse and skirt did not 
apply to them. The instructor often felt she was teaching 
two separate classes simultaneously. Modules for con
structing simple masculine garments would alleviate this 
problem. Such modules would be of even greater value to the 
male students who enroll in the course. Presently they are 
confronted with having to learn all the techniques asso
ciated with using a commercial pattern while at the same 
time they are learning to operate a sewing machine. A 
module for a simple masculine garment would allow male 
students to concentrate on using the sewing machine without 
the frustration a beginner feels when using a commercial 
pattern for the first time.

The most important recommendation the investigator 
suggests is the use of some mechanical device for pre
senting the demonstration. The Super 8 Technicolor 1000 
film loop system presently used at The University of Arizona 
for advanced sewing classes is one alternative.• Videotape 
cassettes are another. Either of these systems would allow 
for individualized instruction and the sound and movement 
necessary to teach sewing skills would still be present.. A 
great advantage of such a system is that the instructor does 
not have to repeat demonstrations for those who are absent 
or tardy. It also allows each student to work at his own 
pace and frees the instructor to spend more time with those 
students who need extra help.



Finally, the investigator suggests testing student 
attitudes over several semesters. Further investigation of 
student attitudes carried out in future semesters would be 
helpful in determining if the data gathered for this study 
were accurate indicators of student feelings.



APPENDIX A

STUDENT MANUAL

H Ec 14 
Mrs. Rose
University of Arizona

Table of Contents for Manual
I. Introduction

II. Unit I — The Sewing Machine
III. Unit II -- The Drawstring Blouse
IV. Unit III —  The Wrap Around Skirt
V. Unit IV -- Sewing with a Pattern

VI. Unit V — Basic Sewing Techniques
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This manual is intended primarily for the person who 
has had little or no previous experience with a sewing 
machine. It■has been developed for use at the college 
level. It is based upon a combination of the lecture 
demonstration method and modular concept.
COMPETENCIES EXPECTED:

A. The student will become familiar with the 
workings of a sewing machine.

B. The student will master basic skills needed to 
construct a garment on the machine.

C. The student will"progress to a more complicated 
garment, incorporating machine skills and hand 
sewing techniques.

D. The student will learn processes necessary to the 
use of a commercial pattern. -

E. The student will be introduced to basic sewing 
techniques found in the construction of a garment 
made from a commercial pattern.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT:
The following is a list of equipment which will be

needed:
1. Dressmaker's shears (7-8" blade)
2. Pins
3. Pin cushion
4. Tape measure
5. Needles (.7-10 sharps)
6. Tailor's chalk
7. Seam gauge

At some fabric stores these items may be purchased in a kit, 
resulting in a savings to the student.

•; .'. Before beginning any project, always preshrink your 
fabric--launder it exactly the way it will be laundered 
after the garment Lis completed.

Some fabrics are not acceptable for projects in a 
course design such as this one. Please do not use plaids or 
stripes as they require more advanced skills. Please do not 
Use knits as they require special techniques not covered in 
the course content. Please do hot use napped fabrics 
(corduroy, velvet, velour, and velveteen are examples of
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napped fabric). If you are unsure of fabric choice, check 
with the instructor.
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Unit I -- The Sewing Machine

T e n s i o n  D i a l 1 1 .  S p o o l  P i n 2 .  B o b b i n  W i n d e r  - L a l c h  a n d  S p i n d l e
2 .  T e n s i o n  D i s c s 1 3 .  B o b b i n  W i n d e r  _ T h r e a d  P o s t
3 .  B o b b i n  W i n d e r  T e n s i o n  D i s c s 1 4 .  H a n d  W h e e l

1 5 .  P o w e r  a n d  L i g h t  S w i t c h4 .  T a k e - u p  L e v e r
1 6 .  N e e d l e  P o s i t i o n  D i a l  . . - -5 .  P r e s s u r e  D i a l

6 .  F a c e  P l a t e 1 7 .  S t i t c h  W i d t h  D i a l
1 8 .  S t i t c h  C o n t r o l  D i a7 .  T h r e a d  C u t l e r
1 9 .  R e v e r s e - S t i t c h  L e v e r8 .  P r e s s e r  F o o t
2 0 .  S e w i n g  L i g h t

9 .  F e e d 2 1 .  N e e d l e  C l a m p
0 .  i h r o a t  P l a t e 2 2 .  S l i d e  P l a t e

2 3 .  P r e s s e r  F o o t  L i t t e r
2 4 .  B o b b i n

2 5 .  B o b b i n  C a s e  T e n s i o n  S c r e w 2 6 .  S p e e d  C o n t r o l l e r 2 7 .  H a n d  W h e e l  K n o b

*Singer instructions— Scholastic Zig-Zag & Stretch 
Sewing Machine/Model 717; reproduced by permission of The 
Singer Company.
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principal parts and what they do
1. Tension Dial lets you select just the right 

tension for your stitch, thread, and fabric. 
The numbers eliminate guesswork in du
plicating settings.

2. Tension Discs, controlled by the tension 
dial, regulate the amount of tension on 
your needle thread.

3. Bobbin Winder Tension Discs regulate 
thread tension for bobbin winding.

4. Take-up Lever controls flow of needle 
thread.

5. Pressure Dial regulates presser-foot pres
sure on fabric. It has an all-purpose sew
ing setting plus settings for extra-light and 
extra-heavy pressure and for darning.

6. Face Plate swings open for access to 
. threading chart and pressure dial.

7. Thread Cutter is built into presser bar for 
safety and convenience.

8. Presser Foot holds fabric against feed.

9. Feed moves fabric under the presser foot.

10. Throat Plate, secured by magnets, lifts out 
for removal. Guidelines on right and left 
sides of plate help you keep seams straight.

11. Spool Pin holds spools of various sizes.

12. Bobbin Winder Latch and Spindle let you 
fill bobbin quickly and easily. Latch dis
engages when bobbin is full.

13. Bobbin Winder Thread Post guides the 
thread when winding the bobbin.

14. Hand Wheel controls movement of take-up 
lever and needle. Always turn it toward 
you.

15. Power and Light Switch turns on machine 
. and sewing light simultaneously. FAST and
SLOW speed range settings let you choose 
the best sewing speed for your work.

16. Needle Position Dial places needle in 
either L (left), A  (center) or R (right) 
stitching position.

17. Stitch Width Dial controls the width of 
zig-zag stitching and positions the needle 
for straight stitching.

18. Stitch Control Dial allows for a variety of 
stitch lengths; also has a special STRETCH 
setting for straight or zig-zag stretch 
stitching.

19. Reverse-Stitch Lever instantly reverses 
stitching direction at the touch of your

. . finger.

20. Built-in Sewing Light illuminates sewing 
area. Pull-down bracket makes it easy to 
replace bulb.

21. Needle Clamp is designed to make needles 
self-setting and eliminate the possibility 
of inserting needle backwards.

22. Slide Plate, opens easily, lets you see 
bobbin.-Seam guidelines (extended from 
throat plate) have cross lines to help you 
turn square corners.

- .23. Presser Foot Lifter, at back of machine, 
allows you to raise and lower presser foot. 
Extra-high lift position permits easy place
ment of bulky fabrics.

24. Bobbin shows thread supply, is easily re
moved for winding.

25. Bobbin Case Tension Screw regulates 
bobbin-thread tension. Seldom needs ad
justment.

26. Electrical Connections and Speed Con
troller are designed for your convenience 
and safety.

27. Hand Wheel Knob engages hand wheel to 
sewing mechanism. Loosen knob for bob
bin winding.
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threading the
WINDING THE BOBBIN
Preparation
It is best to wind the bobbin before you thread
the machine.

1. Turn hand wheel toward you until needle is 
at its highest position.

2. Disengage hand wheel from sewing mech
anism by loosening the hand wheel knob 
with your right hand while holding the hand 
wheel with the left.

3. Open the slide plate. Lift out the bobbin.

Winding Steps

1. Place thread spool on spool pin over the 
spool pin felt. Lead thread between tension 
discs (as shown), around thread post and 
through small hole in bobbin (from the in
side out).

2. Place bobbin on spindle,



Winding Steps (continued)

3. Engage latch by pressing it toward the 
bobbin.

4. Hold thread end as shown and start the ma
chine. Thread end will snap off after a few 
coils have been wound on the bobbin.

5. When required amount of thread has been 
wound (full bobbin will automatically re
lease), cut thread and remove bobbin from 
spindle.

6. Tighten hand wheel knob by turning it away 
from you with your right hand while holding 
the hand wheel with your left hand.

E n g a g e  B o b b i n  W i n d e r  L a t c h

H o l d  T h r e a d  E n d  t o  S t a r t  W i n d i n g

THREADING THE BOBBIN CASE

1. Hold bobbin so that the thread unwinds 
in direction shown, and put bobbin in 
bobbin case.

M M ?

2. Pull thread into notch in bobbin case, 
draw it under the tension spring, and 
into the slot.

3. Draw approx im ate ly  four inches  
(100 mm) of thread diagonally across 
the bobbin.

4. Close slide plate, allowing the thread 
to enter the slot in the slide plate.
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THREADING THE NEEDLE
1. Turn hand wheel toward you to raise needle to highest 

position with take-up lever midway in slot. Raise presser 
foot to release tension discs.

2. Place spool of thread on spool pin over the spool pin felt. 
Lead thread through all points as shown, making sure to:

• Thread tension discs as illustrated.

• Thread take-up lever from right to left.

• Thread needle from front to back, drawing about four in
ches (100 mm) of thread through eye of needle.

With two hands, slip thread 
horizontally  between  ten
sion discs from the top.

0

)

With right hand, lead thread 
under thread guide on right 
side . . .

. .  . and, with left hand, lead 
thread over spring and un
der guide on left side.

Allow spring to return to its 
normal up position and con
tinue threading the machine.
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RAISING THE BOBBIN THREAD
Now that you have wound the bobbin and 
threaded the needle, you will need to raise the 
bobbin thread through the needle hole in the 
throat plate.

1. Hold needle thread lightly with the left hand 
and turn the hand wheel slowly toward you 
so that the needle enters throat plate.

2. Continue turning hand wheel and holding 
the needle thread until needle rises. 
Tighten your hold on the needle thread and 
bring up bobbin thread in a loop.

3. Open the loop with your fingers.

o

S t e p  1

o ? o

S t e p  2

o >

S t e p  3
4. Place needle and bobbin threads under the 

presser foot and draw both threads to back 
and right of needle.

To regulate needle-thread and bobbin-thread 
tensions, see page 16.

.. you are now S t e p  4
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Unit II— The Drawstring Blouse

This project is worth 30 points. See attached 
evaluation sheet for point distribution.
SUPPLIES
1-1/2 yd (1.40 m) lightweight woven fabric, 36" or 45"
(90 cm or 115 cm) wide 
Matching thread
4 yards (3.70 m) matching ribbon, 1/2" or 5/8" (13 or 15 mm) 
wide
One package 7/8" (22 mm) wide bias tape in matching color
INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1. Measure from the top of the shoulder to desired 

length of blouse.

Record length here

Step 2. Do the following exercise to determine where to 
mark a cutting line on your fabric.
Desired length _________
Add 3/4" (20 mm) for shoulder seam +_________
Add 1/2" (13 mm) for hem +_________

Total
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Step 3. Fold the material crosswise, having selvages even

Selvages

Selvages

Step 4. Straighten raw edges as demonstrated by the
instructor using an L square and tailor's chalk

Step 5.

Draw along here with tailor's 
chalk.

Using the total figure determine in Step 2, measure 
with a tape measure or L square on the fabric from 
top selvages and mark with tailor's chalk the 
entire length of the folded fabric.

Out along this line.



After cutting along marked line, cut along fold so that you 
have two pieces of fabric of equal dimensions. Each piece 
will have three raw or cut edges and one selvage edge.
Step 6.

*NOTE:

Step 7.

Using a steam iron press the two shorter raw edges 
on each piece under 1/4" (6 mm). Use your seam
gauge to measure the 1/4". Use 12 stitches per 
inch and stitch down the 1/4" on each side with the 
sewing machine, keeping stitching close to folded 
edge.
Whenever beginning or ending permanent machine 
stitching, be sure to tie a knot. Backstitching 
may be used sometimes on straight seams that are 
not crossed by other seams, but is not recommended 
for most fabrics as it creates inflexibility in the 
backstitched area.
With selvages matched, put the right sides of the 
two pieces together. To form shoulder seams, pin 
together along selvage. Stitch a 3/4" (20 mm) seam 
from each edge 7-1/4" (18.6 cm) toward center.

Selvages

Press this seam open, including the neck opening.
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Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

8. Top stitch along each selvage as close to edge as 
possible as shown in illustration on previous page. 
This stitching will be about 5/8" (15 mm) on each 
side of the seamline.

9. With right sides together stitch 1/2" (13 mm) side 
seams leaving a 9" (2 3 cm) opening for armholes
from top of shoulder. Press each side seam open.

9"

10. Turn under bottom edge 1/4" (6 mm) to wrong side
and press. Turn a second time 1/4" and press. 
Stitch close to top edge of hem.

11. Try on blouse and mark desired position of waist
line buttonhole with a straight pin. After taking 
off blouse, find exact center front and re-position 
pin to mark center front. Make a machine button
hole where pin is using a buttonhole attachment as 
demonstrated by your instructor. Before making 
buttonhole, place a small piece of interfacing 
underneath the buttonhole position for stability. 
Your instructor will provide the interfacing. Cut 
buttonhole open.

12. To form the casing, pin the bias tape in place on 
the wrong side of the blouse all the way around the 
blouse the same distance from the hem as the 
buttonhole. Turn the ends of the bias tape under 
on each side of the buttonhole. Stitch each edge 
of :the bias tape through tape and blouse. See the 
diagram on the following page.
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Step 13. Cut two one-yard (.95 m). pieces of ribbon and pass 
one through each shoulder casing. Tunnel remaining 
ribbon through waist casing. This is done by 
pinning a safety pin to one end of the ribbon, in
serting the pin in one end of the casing and 
working it through to the opposite end.

Please put your name on the evaluation sheet and 
pin it to the finished garment when handing it in for 
grading.
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Name

Evaluation of Drawstring Blouse
Done
Well
2

Done
1

Not
Done
0

Stitches correct length
Stitches have correct tension
Raw edges turned at even width
Raw edge stitched at an even width
Thread have knots tied at beginning and end
Seams sewn at an even width
Seams pressed open correctly
Neck casing sewn at an even width
Hem evenly turned
Hem evenly stitched
Buttonhole correctly done
Bias tape correctly applied
Bias tape evenly applied
Garment clean
Garment well pressed

Total



Unit III— The Wrap Around Skirt
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This project is worth 30 points. Areas of emphasis
are shown on the evaluation sheet at the end of the module.
SUPPLIES
2-1/2 yards (2.3 m) of 45" (115 cm) fabric (suggestions: 

poplin, duck, kettle cloth, denim, crinkle cloth)
Matching thread
2 pkgs 7/8" (22 mm) wide matching bias tape
*NOTE: These directions are not applicable for a floor

length skirt or for one requiring a total skirt 
length of more than 32-1/2" (82.8 cm). For a skirt
between 32-1/2" and 35" (89 cm), 2-3/4 yards (2.55 
m) of material are necessary. For a skirt more than 
35" long, 2-3/4 yards of 54" (137 cm) material are
necessary.

PROCEDURE
Step 1. Take your waist measurement by placing the tape on 

your natural waistline. Make sure the tape is not 
twisted when you measure and be sure the tape 
begins at the starting point.
Record your waist I 1
measurement here V

Measure the length you would like for your skirt 
by placing the beginning point of the tape at your 
waistline and recording the measurement that 
appears at the skirt length you desire. Record 
that measurement here
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Do the following exercise. The measurement total will be 
the one you use in the construction of your skirt.

Waist measurement ____  divided by 4 = ______
add 3 + 3 =

Adjusted waist measurement ______
Measured skirt length ______
Add 3/4" (20 mm) for hem and waist seam

+ 3/4"
Total skirt length_____________________ ______

Step 2. Lay the fabric on the table and fold it so the raw
edges are together. Raw edges

Fold
Place your finger on a fold/selvage corner and bring the 
selvage/raw edge to the fold, making a diagonal, bias fold. 
Your fold is now at a 45° angle.

Pin through all four layers at the three corners of the 
triangle.
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Step 3.

*NOTE:

You will now need a piece of chalk with twine 
attached (provided by your instructor). Use your 
adjusted waist measurement recorded on the second 
page of the module to determine the first line as 
shown below. Make the twine the length of the 
adjusted waist measurement and anchor that point 
with a pin or hold with a finger while you draw a 
curved line as shown below.

Take extreme caution to have the string pulled with 
even tautness while drawing curved lines. Failure 
to do so will result in a dipped hemline like this:

In order to correct this, the skirt would have to 
be made several inches shorter than originally 
planned.
Made a new anchor point in the center of the curved 
line. Make your twine the total skirt length as 
recorded on the second page of the module. Pin at 
the new anchor point or hold in place with finger. 
Mark another curved chalk line.
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Cut through all thicknesses on the two lines.
Unfold the body of the skirt so there is only one fold at 
center front. Mark the center front of the narrow end of 
the skirt with a piece of tailor's chalk.
Step 4.

Step 5.

Find the long selvage edge that is on your scrap 
piece of fabric. Fold and press with an iron 
1-1/2" (3.8 cm) along the entire length of the
selvage as shown below.

1
Use tailor's chalk to draw a line along the 
selvage. Cut on the line you just marked. The 
folded piece you just cut is the waistband/belt 
for your skirt.
Pockets: Choose the desired style, cut and con
struct according to individual instructions found 
at the end of the module.

Step 6. Fold the two back selvage edges of the skirt under
1" (2.5 cm) to wrong side and press.

Step 7. Using a tape, measure the distance from the center
mark to the outside folded edge you turned under. 
Record that measurement here __________ .

Find the center front of the belt by folding it in half
lengthwise. Mark the center front with tailor's chalk.
From each side of the center mark, measure the distance 
you recorded above and mark on the belt.

4- +

Put the right sides of the belt together and pin in place 
up to the outside chalk marks. Sew, using a 1/2" (12 mm)
seam allowance and being careful to pivot at the corner.
The dotted line on the belt in the illustration represents 
the stitching line. Be sure to tie a knot at the beginning 
and end of stitching.

+
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Seams and corners of belts are usually trimmed to eliminate 
bulk. Trim off seams and corners that you just stitched to 
1/4" (6 mm), being careful that you do not cut the stitching.
Trim corners at a diagonal as illustrated.

Turn the belt right side out by inserting a safety pin from 
the stitched end through the opening as shown in the picture 
below. Do not actually pin into the fabric as there is no 
way to get the pin out once the belt is turned right side 
out.

Press the belt.
Step 8. Pin the right side of the belt to the wrong side of 
the skirt, matching the center front markings. Notice that 
you are pinning the straight edge of the waistband to the 
curved edge of the skirt. This means you must take special 
care in pinning the two together by easing the skirt to the 
belt. Easing is accomplished by pinning at the matching 
points first and then carefully fitting between these 
points. Place pins about 2" (5 cm) apart.

Machine stitch 1/2" (13 mm) from the edge. Remove pins and
trim seam to 1/4". Turn free edge of band under 1/2" and 
press. Pin in place on right side of skirt. Top stitch in 
place.

/
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Step 9. Find the quarter points on your waistband by

folding the skirt into 4 equal sections. Make a 
machine buttonhole at the quarter point on one 
side— it doesn't matter which side.

Step 10. You are now ready to hem the bottom edge of the
skirt. Using 7/8" (22 mm) wide bias tape, open one
folded edge and lay flat along the bottom edge of 
the skirt, right side of bias tape to right side of 
skirt.

*NOTE: True bias is cut at a 45° angle to the lengthwise
and crosswise grains. Because this is where fabric 
stretches the most, the bias tape will lay flat 
when used on a curved edge such as the hem of this 
skirt.

Stitch 1/4" (6 mm) away from the edge in the "ditch" of the
bias tape through the tape and the skirt.
Turn tape to wrong side of skirt and press up. Hand stitch 
hem in place using "invisible" stitch demonstrated by the 
instructor.
Step 11. Using a hemming stitch demonstrated by the in

structor, hem the two back selvage edges of the 
skirt.

Thoroughly press your skirt.
Tear off the evaluation page which is the last page of 
this module, write your name on it, and pin it to the 
skirt before handing it in to be graded.

SADDLE POCKETS
Using the measurements indicated in the diagram, 

make a paper pattern out of tissue supplied by the in-

5V-

Step 1. Place top of pocket pattern against the straight 
cut edge on the scrap of your material after you 
have cut the skirt and waistband. Use a double 
thickness for two pockets. Pin in place. Cut 
around edge.
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Step 2. Stitch 3/8" (10 mm) from edge around convex curve

and long straight side of pocket. Clip just to but 
not through this stitching. Press these two edges 
under 1/2" (13 mm) to wrong side. (Clipping will
help the curve to lie smoothly when pressed under.)

Step 3. Stitch 3/8" (10 mm) from edge around concave curve.
Clip to stitching. Turn under 1/2" on concave
curve and press. Stitch close to fold on concave
curve.

Step 4. Place pockets on skirt at desired positions, having 
top of pocket even with top of skirt. Be sure each
pocket is the same distance from the center front
of the skirt. Pin pockets in place along convex 
curve and straight line.

Step 5. Top stitch in place through pocket and skirt.
*N0TE: Be sure you do not top stitch through concave curve
as this will close the pocket opening.

ROUNDED POCKETS
Using the measurements indicated in the diagram, 

make a paper pattern out of tissue supplied by the in
structor.

Step 1

Step 2

Place top of pocket pattern against cut straight 
edge of your scrap of fabric after you have cut 
the skirt and waistband. Use a double thickness 
for two pockets. Pin in place and cut.
Turn under top 1" (2.5 cm) to right side of fabric
and stitch all around using a 1/2" (13 cm) seam as
shown in diagram. Turn right side out and press 
flat, making sure corners are squared. Clip to 
stitching in curved areas and press raw edge under 
1/2" to wrong side. Clipping to the stitching will 
help the material around the curves to lie flat 
when it is pressed under.
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Step 3. Place pocket on skirt at desired position. Be sure 

each pocket is the same distance from the center 
front and the same distance from the top of the 
skirt. Pin in place and topstitch through pocket 
and skirt.

SQUARE POCKETS
Using the measurements indicated in the diagram, 

make a paper pattern out of tissue supplied by the in
structor.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

6V'

T  W  
Diagram 1 Diagram 2

Place top of pocket pattern against straight cut 
edge of the scrap of your material after you have 
cut the skirt and waistband. Use a double thick
ness for two pockets. Pin in place and cut.
Turn top under 1" (2.5 cm) with right sides to
gether. Stitch all around 1/2" (13 mm) from edge 
(see Diagram 1) . Turn right side out. Press flat, 
making sure corners are squared. Trim corners 
diagonally 1/4" (6 mm) from stitching (see Diagram
2). Turn under 1/2" (13 mm) and press to wrong
side on all three raw edges.
Place pocket on skirt at desired position. Be 
sure each pocket is the same distance from the 
center front of the skirt and the same distance 
from the top edge of the skirt. Pin in place and 
top stitch through pocket and skirt on the three 
sides that were pressed under 1/2" (13 mm).
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Name

Done Note.
Evaluation of Wrap Around Skirt Well Done Done

2 1 0
Pockets appropriately placed
Pocket edges correctly turned and pressed
Pockets neatly topstitched
Belt neatly turned and pressed;—  

corners squared
Skirt eased to belt correctly— no puckers
Belt neatly topstitched
Belt even width along entire length
Hem turned up even width all the way around
Hem correctly eased— no puckers
Bias tape correctly applied
Hand hem stitch correctly done
Skirt back correctly hemmed
Buttonhole correctly done\
Garment well pressed
Garment clean

Total
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Unit IV--Sewing with a Pattern

For Unit IV, see Essentials of Clothing Construc- 
tion, Reich, Berman, and Hresko-Evans (19 78, pp. 8-79, 
70-79) .

Unit V—  Basic Sewing Techniques
STITCHING DARTS

Darts are usually stitched first. Always begin at 
the wide end and stitch to the pointed end, being careful 
to follow the stitching line accurately. Be sure to tie a 
knot at the beginning and end.

CENTERED ZIPPERS
Refer to Sewing By Sight and,Sound,.Centered Zippers. 

Available in the laboratory.

LAPPED ZIPPERS
Refer to printed instructions on following pages.

BUTTONHOLES AND BUTTONS
The length of -a buttonhole is determined by 

measuring the width of the button and adding 1/8" (3 mm)
to 1/4" (6 mm) for ease.

For instructions on how to sew buttons refer to the 
last page of this section.
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Attach zipper foot to 
machine with foot 
adjusted to right of 
needle.
Place opened zipper 
face down on extended 
seam allowance. Have 
the teeth of the 
zipper even with the 
seam line.
Machine stitch through 
the tape and seam 
allowance.



Place stitch length control 
on longest stitch setting. 
Move zipper foot to left 
of needle.
Turn closed zipper face up. 
Have bulk of fabric at left 
of zipper, making a narrow 
fold in seam allowance, 
parallel to zipper teeth.
Machine baste on fold, 
stitching only through 
the fold and the zipper 
tape. Begin this stitching 
at the bottom of the 
zipper.

B



Spread garment with seam 
allowance on one edge.

Machine baste zipper tape 
to free seam allowance.

Pull zipper over to form 
small pleat which hides 
the teeth.



outside

Turn garment 
Hand baste guide- ’ 
line close to coil-

Handpick or machine, 
stitch 3/8-1" (10-13 
mm) from seamline. I
Remove all hand- 
and machine 
hasting.

•I

.1

•Hand Baste

Eandpick or
machine
stitch.
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Sew through buttons should have a thread shank to 

allow the buttoned fabric to lie smoothly and not pull 
around the buttons.

Using a double thread, begin on the right side, 
securing with over and over stitches under the button. Keep 
a pin across the top of the button and take stitches over 
it as you stab the layers of the underlap (a). Take enough 
stitches to be sure that the button will stay on. Remove 
the pin and raise the button to the top of the stitches.
Form a stem or shank by winding the thread closely around 
the stitches (b). Backstitch several times into the shank 
for a secure finish.

The pin prevents sewing the button too close to the 
garment, which puts a strain on the button and pulls 
buttonholes too closely giving a puckered effect. The 
thicker the fabric, the longer the shank should be. The 
length of the shank should equal the thickness of the 
garment at the buttonhole + 1/8 (3 mm)' to 1/4" (6 mm) for 
movement. On thick coats, a match or nail used in place of 
the pin will make a longer shank (Erwin and Kinchen 1969,

ba

Buttons with metal shanks on them are sewn on firmly 
with plain over and over stitches. Secure the thread on the 
wrong side without making a stem.

r-
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Name

H Ec 14 
Mrs. Rose
Evaluation of Third Project 

Garment cut on grain

Done
Well
2

Done
1

Not
Done
0

Scissor cut edges of garment smooth
Correct stitch length
Correct^tension
Straight stitched seams
Even width, seam allowance
Seams pressed open
Seam finish correct
Project meets specifications
Darts correctly stitched'
Appropriate hand stitches
Inconspicuous hand stitches
Fasteners correctly applied
Appropriate hem
Thread ends secured
Garment clean and well pressed
Miscellaneous



APPENDIX B

TEACHER'S MANUAL

Pre-Posttest 
Choose the best answer for each question„
1. For each model of sewing machine the correct sequence 

for threading the machine is ____
(a) the same (b) different

2. To secure thread ends (in most cases) at the beginning 
and ending of stitching, one
(a) backstitches - (b) ties a knot
(c). leaves a long-tail.

3. The most likely "trouble spot" that should be checked 
when a machine doesn't sew correctly is the _____ .
(a) bobbin (b) tension (c) needle

4. To start sewing at an exact point one must first 
position the _____ .
(a) presser foot (b) needle

5. Which one of the following is not a preliminary step 
to winding a bobbin? _____ .
(a) Disengaging the motor (b) Lowering- the presser 
foot (c) Adjusting the tension

6. The woven or selvage edges of a piece of fabric 
run _____ .
(a) lengthwise (b) crosswise

7. Of the following methods, which is not used to 
determine if a piece of fabric is straight (on 
grain)? .
(a) Ravelling threads (b) Pulling fabric on the bias
(c) Pulling a crosswise thread

8. If fabric is found to be off grain, to correct it one
must - .
(a) ravel threads (b) pull fabric on the bias
(c) pull a crosswise thread

74



9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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The grainline arrow on each pattern piece should be
parallel to the  ____ .
(a) selvage (b) crosswise grain
How are pins placed in relationship to the cutting 
edge? _____ .
(a) parallel (b) perpendicular
The cutting line is indicated by a _____ .
(a) broken line (b) solid line
The seam line is indicated by a _____ .
(a) solid line (b) broken line
To mark through two layers of fashion fabric at the 
same time, both right and wrong sides > use _______
(a) carbon and tracing wheel (b) tailor's tacks 
(c) tailor's chalk
What equipment—is used to transfer accurate marking 
onto heavy dark fabric- when one is sure marking will 
not show in the right side of the finished garment?
(a) carbon and tracing wheel (b) tailor's chalk
Of the following markings which item is not required 
to be transferred from the paper pattern to the 
fabric? _____ .
(a) darts (b) dots (c) straight seam lines
If you have, a regular 5/8" seam allowance, staystitch- 
ing is done at what distance from the cut edge?
(a) 5/8" or 15 mm (b) 1/2" or 13 mm (c) 3/8" or 
10 mm
The direction of staystitching is _____ .
(a) with the grain (b) against the grain
When stitching a dart, at which end does one start?
(a) at the wide end (b) at the point
In relationship to the center of a garment, in what
direction are vertical darts pressed? _____ .
(a) toward the center (b) toward the side
Unless otherwise indicated, the width of a woven fabric 
seam is _____ .
(a) 1/4" or 6 mm (b) 5/8" or 15 mm
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21. The correct method of inserting a zipper in a skirt 

side seam is _____ .
(a) slot application (b) lapped application

22. When joining two pieces of fabric, one of which is
fuller than the other, the longer side is______ to
"fit the shorter.
(a) eased (b) pleated

23. Diameter + thickness of a button + 1/8 (3 mm) to 1/4" 
(6 mm) are used to determine the  ____ .
(a) length of a buttonhole (b) placement of a 
buttonhole

24. The amount of shank needed when sewing on a button
depends upon the _____ .
(a) depth of the fabric at the buttonhole
(b) width of the buttonhole

25. "When sewing on a button, one uses- _____ .
(a) single thread (b) double thread

i
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Key*--Pre-Posttest

1. (a) the same
2. (b) ties a knot
3. (a) bobbin
4. (b) needle
5. (c) adjusting the tension
6. fa) lengthwise
7. (b) pulling fabric on the bias
8. (b) pull fabric on the bias
9. (a) selvage

10. (b) perpendicular
11. (a) solid line
12. (b) broken line
13. (b) tailor's tacks
14. (a) carbon and tracing wheel
15. (c) straight seam lines
16. (b) 1/2" or 13 mm
17. (a) with the grain
18. (a) at the wide end
19. (a) toward the center
20. (b) 5/8" or 1.5 cm
21. (b) lapped
22. (a) ,eased
23. (a) length of.the buttonhole
24. (a) depth of the fabric at the
25. (b) double thread
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Unit I: The Sewing Machine 

Objectives: As a result of this unit the student will:
1. Identify the parts of the sewing machine on sight.
2. Explain the function of each part of the sewing 

machine.
3. Wind a bobbin
4. Place the bobbin in the machine correctly.
5. Execute the steps to thread the machine in the 

proper sequence.

A slide presentation accompanies this unit in which 
shots of each step in. bobbin winding, bobbin insertion and 
machine threading are shown (script p. 79).

Following this unit a written test (p. 86) requiring 
the student to identify- parts of the-machine and tell their 
functions is given.

A practical test.in which each student will wind a 
bobbin, insert a bobbin and thread the machine is given.
It is suggested that this be given following the units on 
the drawstring blouse and wrap skirts so as to allow 
enough time to become familiar with the steps.
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Script for Slide Presentation 

Visual Audio
1. Black Frame
2. Title: Ready Set Sew
3. Credit: By Adrienne Rose
4. Copy of machine logo
5. Close-up of sewing 

machine
6. Subsection title:

Bobbin Winding & 
Insertion

7. Close-up of power switch 
on machine

8. Close-up of spool of
thread placed on spindle 
and being wrapped around 
bobbin winder.

9. Close-up of thread end 
being put through bobbin.

1. Music 8 seconds
2. Music 8 seconds
3. Music 5 seconds
4. Music 8 seconds
5. Music 8 seconds

6. Music 8 seconds

7. Music down,
Narr: Turn on the machine 

by pushing the power 
switch to the "slow" 
position. This will 
also turn on the 
light.

8. Narr: Place your spool of
thread on the spool 
pin and wind the 
free end of the 
thread around the 
bobbin winder ten
sion discs. (Pause 
10 sec.)

9. Narr: Hold the bobbin in
your left hand while 
threading the free 
end of the thread 
through the small 
hole in the bobbin 
with your right 
hand. Be sure you 
thread from the in
side to the outside 
of the bobbin.
(Pause 10 sec.)
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Visual

10. Close-up of bobbin being 
placed on bobbin winder 
spool.

11. Close-up of bobbin 
winder latch being 
engaged.

12. Close-up of motor being 
disengaged.

13. Close-up of bobbin with 
thread end being held 
by operator1s hand,

Audio
10. Narr: Place the bobbin on

the bobbin winder' 
spool. Be sure the 
thread goes around 
the outside of the 
thread post. The 
free thread end must 
be coming out of the 
top of the bobbin. 
(Pause 10 sec.)

11. Narr: Engage the bobbin
winder latch by 
pressing it toward 
the bobbin. (Pause 
5 sec.)

12. Narr: Disengage the hand
wheel from the 
sewing mechanism by 
holding the hand 
wheel firmly with 
your left hand while 
turning the smaller 
inside knob toward 
you with your right 
hand until you feel 
it loosen. (Pause
10 sec.)

13. Narr: Hang onto the free
end of the thread. 
Step on the foot 
pedal for about 10 
sec. (Pause 10 
sec.) The latch 
automatically snaps 
open when the bobbin 
is full. Do not 
fill the bobbin 
completely for this 
practice.
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Visual

14. Close-up of motor being 
re-engaged.

15. Close-up of bobbin 
thread being snipped 
apart from the spool 
of thread.

16. Close-up of bobbin 
being held-above the 
bobbin case.

17. Close-up of bobbin 
being dropped into; 
machine.

18. Close-up of putting
bobbin thread in first 
notch of bobbin case.

Audio
14. Narr: Tighten the hand

wheel knob by turn
ing it away from you 
with your right hand 
while holding the 
hand wheel with your 
left hand. (Pause 
10 sec.)

15. Narr: Cut the thread
connecting the 
bobbin thread to 
the spool of thread. 
(Pause 5 sec.) You 
may release the 
latch and remove the 
bobbin from the 
spindle.

16. Narr: Open the slide plate
to reveal the bobbin 
case. Hold the 
bobbin so that the 
free thread end 
could be manually 
unwound in a clock
wise direction.
(Pause 5 sec.)

17. Narr: Drop the bobbin into
the machine with 
your left hand while 
hanging onto the 
free end of the 
thread with your 
right hand. (Pause 
5 sec.)

18. Narr: Pull the thread
through the notch 
of the bobbin case. 
It is just to the 
left of the lower 
middle of the bobbin 
case. (Pause 5 
sec.)
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Visual

19. Close-up of bobbin 
thread being laid 
across the slot in the 
bobbin case.

20. Close-up of closed 
slide plate with 
thread pulled to back«,

21. Subsection title: 
Machine Threading

22. Close-up of thread 
being placed between 
tension discs.

23. Close-up of thread 
being placed between 
tension discs, top 
view.

24. Close-up of thread 
being placed under 
right thread guide.

25. Close-up of thread in 
position under right 
thread guide.

Audio
19. Narr: Now lay the thread

across the slot.
The slot is just 
above and to the 
left of the notch,

20. Narr: Close the slide
plate , allowing the 
thread to come out. 
Pull the thread to 
the back. (Pause 
5 sec,)

21. Silence 5 sec.

22. Narr: With the spool of
thread still in 
place on the spool 
pin, use two hands 
to slip the thread 
horizontally between 
the tension discs 
from the top,
(Pause 3 sec.)

23. Narr: This is done with
the thread being 
placed from the top 
down. (Pause 10 
sec.)

24. Narr: With your right
hand, lead the 
thread under the 
thread guide on the 
right side of the 
tension discs . . .

25. Narr: . , . until it is
hooked securely 
under the guide. 
(Pause 10 sec.)
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Visual

26. Close-up of thread 
being led over 
spring and under left 
guide.

27. Close-up of thread
being put under the next 
thread guide.

28. Close-up of thread 
being pulled up under 
guide.

29. Close-up of thread 
going through hole in 
take-up lever.

30. Close-up of thread
being placed in first 
lower thread guide.

31. Close-up of thread 
being put through 
lower thread guide.

Audio
26. Narr: With your left

hand lead the 
thread over the 
spring and under 
the guide on the 
left side. Pull 
down on the thread 
until you hear a 
slight click. Allow 
the spring to return 
to its normal posi
tion. (Pause 10 
sec.)

27. Narr: Place the thread
under the next 
thread guide.
(Pause 5 sec.)

28. Narr: Pull up on the
thread. (Pause 5 
sec.)

29. Narr: Put the end of the
thread through the 
hole in the take-up 
lever from right to 
left, (Pause 10-15 
sec.)

30. Narr: Place thread between
the discs of the 
first lower thread 
guide. This is most 
easily accomplished 
by holding the 
thread horizontally 
with both hands. 
(Pause 10 sec.)

31. Narr: Place thread in last
thread guide.
(Pause 10-15 sec.)
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Visual

32. Close-up of thread in 
second lower thread 
guide.

33. Close-up of needle 
being threaded.

34. Close-up of hand
wheel being turned.

35. Close-up of thread
being pulled up through 
throat plate.

36. Close-up of threads 
being pulled to back of 
machine.

37. Subsection title: 
Machine Parts

Audio
32. Narr: This is how the

thread will look 
when it is posi
tioned in the second 
lower thread guide. 
(Pause 5 sec.)

33."Narr: Thread the needle 
by putting the end 
of the thread thru 
the eye of the 
needle from front to 
back. (Pause 15 
sec.)

34. Narr: To draw the bobbin
thread through .the 
throat plate, hold 
the needle thread 
with your left hand 
and turn the hand 
wheel slowly toward 
you so that the 
needle enters the 
throat plate. - 
(Pause 7-10 sec.)

35. Narr: Continue turning the
hand wheel and hold
ing the needle 
thread until- the 
needle rises out of 
the hole. Tighten 
your hold on the 
needle thread and 
bring up the bobbin 
thread through the 
hole, making a loop. 
(Pause 5-7 sec.)

36. Narr: Pull bobbin and
needle thread to 
back of the machine. 
(Pause 5 sec.)

37. Narr: Silence 5 sec.
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Visual Audio

38. Close-up of tension 
dial.

38. Narr: The tension dial
lets you select the 
right tension for 
your stitch, thread 
and fabric.

39. Close-up of stitch 
width dial.

40. Close-up of needle 
position dial.

41. Close-up of reverse 
lever.

42. Close-up of stitch 
length regulator.

43. Close-up of finger
guard in raised posi
tion.

39. Narr: The stitch width
dial controls the 
width of zig-zag 
stitching and posi
tions the needle 
for straight 
stitching.

40. Narr: The needle position
dial places the 
needle in left, 
center or right 
stitching position.

41. Narr: The reverse stitch
lever allows you to 
sew backwards in 
order to lock 
stitches. It must 
be held down while 
stitching backward.

42. Narr: The stitch control
dial indicates how 
many stitches per 
inch are being sewn. 
12 is used for 
normal sewing.

43. Narr: The finger guard may
be lowered . . .

44. Close-up of lowered 
finger guard.

44. Narr: . . . to protect
one's finger from 
the needle.

45. Sign: The End. 45. Music 10 sec.
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NAME___________________

Test Over Sewing Machine Parts
Give the name and function of each numbered part. 

Each correctly named part is worth one point and each 
correctly stated function is worth one point.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Key— Test Over Sewing Machine Parts
1. Spool Pin— holds spools of various sizes,
2. Hand Wheel— controls movement of take-up lever and 

needle.
3. Needle Position Dial— places needle in either right or 

left stitching position.
4. Stitch Width Dial— controls the width of zig-zag 

stitching and positions the needle for straight 
stitching.

5. Stitch Control Dial— allows for a variety of stitch 
lengths; also has special stretch setting for straight 
or zig-zag stretch stitching.

6. Reverse Stitch Lever— instantly reverses stitching 
direction.

7. Slide Plate— opens to get to the bobbin, has seam 
guidelines.

8. Throat Plate— guidelines on right and left help keep 
seams straight.

9. Feed— moves fabric under the presser foot. v
10. Presser foot— holds fabric against the feed,
11. Presser Foot Lifter--allows you to raise and lower 

presser foot.
12. Take-up Lever— controls flow of needle thread.
13. Bobbin Winder Tension Discs— regulates thread tension 

for bobbin winding.
14. Tension Discs— regulates the amount of tension on needle 

thread.
15. Tension Dial— numbers help to select correct tension for 

stitch, thread, and fabric.
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Unit IT: The Drawstring Blouse (An Introduction 

to Sewing a Garment on the Machine)
Objectives: As a result of this unit the student will:

1. Determine the lengthwise and crosswise directions 
of the fabric.

2. Define the selvage.
3. Identify the selvage on a piece of fabric.
4. Press raw edges under and edgestitch them.
5. Sew a straight seam and press it open.
6. Attach a buttonholer to the machine.
7. Make a machine buttonhole.
8. Insert a ribbon through a casing by use of a

safety pin.
Outline for drawstring blouse demonstration:

I. Measure length from shoulder to desired hemline.
II. Fold material on crosswise grain, matching selvages.

Ill; Straighten raw edges using an L square.
IV. Using measurement taken- previously, mark desired 

length on fabric.
V. Cut on this mark.

VI. Press raw edges under 1/4" (6 mm) and edge stitch.
VII. Stitch shoulder seams and press open.

VIII. Topstitch shoulder seams along each selvage.
IX. Stitch side seams and press open.
X. Hem bottom edge by turning and pressing twice and 

edgestitching„
XI. Make a machine buttonhole at center front on 

waistline.



XII.

XIII.
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Apply bias tape around circumference of blouse at 
waistline position.
Thread ribbon through waist and neckline casings.



Unit III; The Wrap Around Skirt (A Second Level Machine
Constructed Garment with Some Introductory 

Hand Stitches)
Objectives: As a result of this unit the student will:

1. Apply patch pockets by topstitching.
2. Attach a straight waistband to a curved waist seam,
3. Execute a hand hemming stitch.
4. Define bias.
5. Hem a skirt when bias tape is used.

Outline, for wrap skirt demonstration:
I. Using a tape measure, demonstrate taking waist and 

length measurements on a 1/2 scale model.
II. Demonstrate folding fabric on crosswise grain and 

a second fold, making a 45° angle.
III. Demonstrate marking two curved lines for adjusted 

waist and length measurements using chalk attached 
to twine.

IV. Demonstrate cutting along curved lines.
V. Demonstrate cutting waistband and pockets.

VI. Demonstrate assembling and applying waistband.
VII. Demonstrate application of bias tape and hemming

technique using the invisible stitch.
VIII. . Demonstrate hemming the skirt back edges.
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Unit IV; Sewing with a Pattern 

Objectives: As a result of this unit the student will:
1. Straighten fabric by ravelling threads and pulling

it on grain.
2. Lay out the tissue pattern properly on the fabric.
3. Correctly pin the tissue to the fabric.
4. Cut out a pattern correctly.
5. Execute three techniques for marking:

a. Tailor's chalk.
b. Carbon paper & tracing wheel.
c. Tailor's tacks.

Outline for sewing with a pattern demonstrations:
I. Straighten fabric by ravelling threads and pulling

on a diagonal.
II. Lay out a pattern.

III. Pin pattern to fabric.
IV. Cut out pattern.
V. Mark fabric using

1. Tailor's chalk.
2. Carbon paper & tracing wheel.
3. Tailor's tacks.
(Give situations in which each would be used.)



Unit V; Basic Sewing Techniques 
Objectives: As a result of this unit the student will:

1. Sew a dart,
2. Insert a zipper by either slot or lapped method,
3. Sew on buttons correctly.

Outline for basic sewing techniques demonstrations:
I. Sew a dart from wide end to narrow end.

II. Demonstrate steps in slot zipper application,
III. Demonstrate.steps in centered zipper application,
IV. Demonstrate sewing on a button with a thread shank.



Attitude Study
Use an optical scanning form provided by the

instructor to respond "strongly agree," "agree," "disagree,"
or "strongly disagree" to the following:
1. I'was quite interested in the material.
2. The course material was reasonably comprehensible.
3. The instructional method gave me a great deal of 

knowledge which I would not get by independent study.
4. The module explanations were clear.
5. This course was helpful in developing new skills.
6. The course was well organized.
7. It was not clear why I was being taught some things.
8. The laboratory increased my competence in manipulating 

equipment.
9. Important points were stressed in lecture.

10. I will be able to relate the basic concepts from this 
course to other situations.

11. Questions were satisfactorily answered by the 
instructor.

12. Regular class attendance was necessary for learning 
and understanding course material.

13. Students received individual attention in laboratory.
14. The course material was presented in logical content 

units.
15. The modules used in this course were helpful.
16. I was able to follow the teacher demonstrations.
17. Student responsibilities in this course were well- 

defined.
18. I felt the demonstrations were unnecessary.
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19.

20.

Use of laboratory equipment was satisfactorily 
explained.
The course should include more visual aids.



APPENDIX C

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL

T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A
T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  8 5 7 2 4

H U M A N  S U B J E C T S  C O M M I T T E E  TELEP H O N E: OR
ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 2305

January 8, 1979

Ms. Adrienne Rose
Department of Clothing,- Textiles, Interior Design 
School of Home Economics 
University of Arizona 
Main Campus

Dear Ms. Rose:

I have reviewed your project entitled, "Testing the Effectiveness of 
Teacher Demonstration and Written Manual in Teaching Basic Clothing 
Construction,” which was submitted to the Human Subjects Committee and 
concur in the opinion of the Departmental Review Committee that this 
is a minimal risk project. Therefore, administrative approval is 
granted effective. January 8, 1979, with the understanding that no 
changes will be made in the procedures followed or the consent form 
used (copies of which we have on file) without the knowledge and 
approval of the Human Subjects Committee and the Departmental Review 
Committee. Any physical or psychological harm to any subject must 
also be reported to each committee.

A university-wide policy•requires that all signed consent forms be 
kept in a permanent file in the Departmental Office to assure their 
accessibility in the event that university officials need the infor
mation and the principal investigator is no longer on the staff or 
unavailable for some other reason.

Sincerely yours,

Milan Novak, M.D., Ph.D.
Chairman
Human Subjects Committee 

MN:pd

xc: Edward Sheehan, Ph.D.
Departmental Review Committee
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